SYLLABUS

Genius: Leonardo - the Scientist, the Inventor, the Artist

SESSION #1
Leonardo da Vinci, the man, an Introduction
Leonardo, Military Scientist - weapons of war

SESSION #2
Scandal, Reprieve and the Penitent
Leonardo, the Inventor and Engineer - drawbridge, screw, odometer, speedometer, gears, wheels, etc.

SESSION #3
The History and Meaning of The Last Supper
The Last Supper Today

SESSION #4
Leonardo and Flight
Recreation of Leonardo’s flying machine today

SESSION #5
La Giocunda (Mona Lisa) - the Mystery & History
Leonardo, the Philosopher

SESSION #6
Da Vinci Machine Exhibit - today’s renditions, made from original drawings
Vitruvian Man, Perfection, and Architecture

SESSION #7
Anatomical Drawings - made from dissection of corpses
Input from today’s surgeon

SESSION #8
Leonardo’s last Days in France
Leonardo 2018 - Salvator Mundi
Legacies of Leonardo
A Man of the Renaissance